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Abstract
The study of correlations between opposite sign charge pairs can provide a powerful tool to probe the properties of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP). The balance function, which measures the correlations between opposite sign charge pairs,
is sensitive to the mechanisms of charge formation and the subsequent relative diffusion of the balancing charges. The study of the balance function can provide information about the charge creation time as well as the subsequent
collective behavior of particles.
We will present charge balance function results for relative pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle from Au+Au collisions at
functions at

sNN

sNN

= 7.7 to 200 GeV from the recent RHIC beam energy scan. Results from new measurements of balance

= 19.6 and 27 GeV are added to the suite of observations. We will also present balance function results in terms of relative rapidity and Lorentz invariant momentum difference between the two particles for identified pions,

kaons and protons using STAR Time Of Flight (TOF) detector. The normalized balance function width (W parameter) [1] is applied to compare different experimental measurements of the width of the balance function in terms of relative
pseudorapidity. UrQMD transport model calculations are also compared with data.

Motivation

Data Set

 In heavy ion collisions, most of the detected charge is created during the evolution of
the system.
 Balance functions are sensitive to charge formation mechanisms and relative diffusion
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 The width of balance function is calculated via weighted average
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Balance Function for Δη

•

Most central (0-5%) events only

•

Shuffled events are created by shuffling charges
in a given each event

•

•
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• All Charged Particles
|η| < 1.0

•Identified Particles
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All errors are statistical only in this poster

Figure by Scott Pratt

Balance Function for Δϕ

TPC+TOF PID
Use TOF to identify tracks if they
have TOF match, otherwise use
TPC dE/dx for particle identification

0.2 < pt < 2.0 GeV/c
Full azimuthal acceptance
Electrons are suppressed by
requiring dE/dx of tracks
more than one standard
deviation away from
predictions for electrons

Pions and Kaons
pt > 0.2, p < 1.6 GeV/c
Protons
pt > 0.4, p < 3.0 GeV/c

Balance Function for Identified Pions

•

Compare most central (0-5%) events with
most peripheral (70-80%)

•

Compare most central (0-5%) events with
most peripheral (70-80%)

•

Central events narrows in all energies

•

Central events narrows in all energies

Data are narrower than shuffled events at all
energies

Balance Function for Identified Kaons

•

data

all

Energy
(GeV)

Compare most central (0-5%) events with most
peripheral (70-80%)
No obvious centrality dependence observed in
all energies

Balance Function for Identified Protons

•

•

•

Balance Function width for Δη
•

•

Most central (0-5%) events
only
Remove lowest bin when
calculating <Δη> to reduce
HBT/Coulomb effects

•

Data show a smooth
decrease with increasing
collision energy, indicating
stronger correlations at
small Δη

•

Shuffled event widths also
change with energy due to
acceptance

Balance Function for qinv Pions

Compare most central (0-5%) events with most peripheral
(70-80%)
Central events are wider than peripheral events at all
energies (need more statistics to confirm 11.5 and 7.7GeV )
Might due to two-wave production of charges [2]

W Parameter
• 200 GeV central (0-5%) events
• Plot <Δη> and W v.s. |η| acceptance
• Data and shuffled events show different |η|
acceptance dependence
• W parameter shows a strong acceptance
dependence

•

Most central (0-5%) events only

•

Shuffled events are created by shuffling charges in a given each event

•

Data are narrower than shuffled events at all energies

•

A Peak from

K S0 decay is visible from all centralities

Summary
• Balance functions for Δη narrow at higher collision
energies, which may be related to delayed
hadronization
• Preliminary results of the balance functions for
identified protons are wider in central events, which
might due to two-wave production of charges [2]
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